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In [l] the following question is posed. If X is a Banach space (real or 
complex), and if K: X -+ X** is the natural embedding of X in its bidual, is 
KX an existence subspace of X **, that is, does there exist for each x** E X** 
an x E X such that 11 x** - KX 11 < 11 x** - KY (1 for all y E XI A number 
of spaces are known for which the answer is affirmative [I, 21. In particular 
we shall see that the space C(T) o continuous complex-valued functions on a f 
compact Hausdorff space T when endowed with the uniform norm is an 
existence subspace of its bidual. On the other hand, examples have been 
given in which the answer is negative [2, 41. These examples have the dis- 
advantage that they involve equipping naturally occurring Banach spaces 
with rather unnatural norms. In this paper we show that the disc algebu, that 
is, the space of continuous complex-valued functions on (z E C: ( z I < I> 
which are analytic on {z E G: 1 z j < l}, when equipped with the supremum 
norm-its natural norm-is not an existence subspace of its bidua1.r This 
example also shows that in the following result C(T) cannot be replaced by an 
arbitrary uniform algebra. 
PROPOSITION. If T is a compact Hausdor- space, then C(T) is an existence 
subspace of its bidual. 
Proof. It is shown in [5] that when C(T)** is equipped with Arens 
multiplication it becomes a commutative Banach algebra whose Gelfand 
* During the preparation of this paper the second-named author was a guest of 
the Sonderforschungsbereich 72 at the Institut fiir Angewandte Mathematik der 
Universitit Bonn. 
1 This raises the possibility of renorming the disc algebra in such a way that the 
resulting space is an existence subspace of its bidual. 
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representation is onto. Let Q be the maximal ideal space of C(T)**, and let 
y: C(T)** + C(Q) be the Gelfand representation. The natural embedding K 
of C(T) in C(T)** is multiplicative, and the mapping y 0 K preserves complex 
conjugation. Thus (y o K) [C(T)] is a closed self-adjoint subalgebra of C(Q) 
which contains the constants. A result of Olech [3, p. 2881 states that every 
closed self-adjoint subalgebra of C(S), S compact Hausdorff, which contains 
the constants is an existence subspace of C(S). This proves the proposition. 
Let -4 denote the disc algebra. The maximum modulus principle ensures 
that f--f 1 8, U the unit circle {Z E C: ( z / = l}, is an isometry. Thus we 
may regard A as a subalgebra of C(U). The element of tZ** which does not 
have a best approximation is constructed as follows. First, we show that there 
is a linear isometry h of B(T), the space of bounded complex-valued Bore1 
functions on U, into 12**. We then exhibit an f E B(T) such that Af has no 
best approximation out of KA, and this amounts to little more than showing 
that f has no best approximation out of A. 
Let M(U) denote the space of complex Bore1 measures on U and endow 
M(U) with the total variation norm. Recall that the pairing (f, p) --f Jfdp 
establishes M(U) as the dual of C(U). For p E M(U), let ,u~ and pD denote 
the nonatomic and purely atomic parts of p, that is, 
(1) P==P,-tPD, 
(2) for any z E U, pn({z}) = 0, 
(3) for any Bore1 subset E of 8, if pLp(E) # 0, then there is a z E E 
such that ~({z}) # 0. 
The decomposition is linear in that 
and is orthogonal in that p,, and pD are mutually singular. In particular 
Now we define X. For f E B(U) and a* E tl*, let (A.) a* = sf dps , where 
p is any member of M(U) such that sa dp = a*a for all a E A. Of course, 
we must verify that sf dpD is independent of the choice of p. To do this it 
suffices to show that if v E M(U) is such that J a dv = 0 for all a E A, then 
vp = 0, i.e., v({z}) = 0 for all z E U. Although this follows directly from the 
Riesz theorem, we give an elementary proof. Let z E U, and let a E A be 
defined by a(f) = + (56 + I), 4 E 8. a(z) = 1, and for 5 E U IV {z), 
( a( < 1. Thus 1 an \ < 1 for all 71 E N, and (an}noM converges pointwise 
to the characteristic function of {z}. By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
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theorem ~({z}) = lim, J- afi dv = 0. Thus, Af is well defined. That h is linear 
follows from the linearity of the decomposition. By the Hahn-Banach 
theorem the measure p in the definition of (Af) a* can be taken to have norm 
11 a* II . Thus, 
I(x I = 1 s-f&, 1 ~lIfllll~,II G llfllll~*~l 
and so hfEA** and IIAf[l </If/[. 
Since we are going to construct an f E B(T) such that Af has no best 
approximation out of KA, we need to determine (1 KU + Af 1) , a E A. 
LEMMA. For u E A and f E B(T), II KU + Af II = max(ll a //,I/ a + f II). 
Proof. For [ x 1 < 1, let 8,(u) = u(z), a E A. According as ( z [ = 1 or 
[ z I < 1, let pz be the point mass at z or P, . m, where P, is the Poisson 
kernel for z and m is normalized Lebesgue measure on T (i.e., m(U) = 1). 
S,(u)=jud~zforallu~Aand~z~<landso 
then (p.), = pz and so II KU + Af II Z I u(z) + f(z)l; if I z I < 1, then 
(pJp = 0 and so 1) KU + Af (I > ( u(z)1 . It follows that 
II KU + hf II 2 m=4 a II , II t-2 +f II). 
Now let u* E A*, II a* II = 1. Let p EM(U) be such that II p II = 1 and 
Jud~=u*uforalluEA. 
Thus, 
< (II /+I I + II /-%I II) m4ll Q II , II a +f II) 
= max(ll aII , II a +f II). 
THEOREM. A is not an existence subspuce of its biduul. 
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Proof. Define f E B(T) by 
f(4 = ; 
1 
2 z = 1, 
Rez >O, z f 1, 
Rez GO, arg z rational, 
-1 Rez GO, arg 2 irrational. 
We claim that Af has no best approximation out of KA. First, we show that no 
member of KA has distance less than or equal to 1 from hf. Suppose a E A 
and~~hf-~u~/~l.Then~a(z)-l~~lforallzEUwithRez~Oand 
arg z rational and so ( a(z) - 1 / < 1 for all x E T with Re z < 0. Likewise 
I u(z) + 1 I d 1 f or all z E 7T with Re z < 0. Thus, a(s) = 0 for all z E U 
such that Re z < 0. It follows that a = 0. But then 
If(l) - 4)l = If( = 2. 
Now we show that for any E > 0, there is an (I E A such that 
li~f--KQ[I<1+E. Let nsN be such that &z+l)/21n<e for ZEU 
such that Re z < 0. Set a(z) = ((z + 1)/2)“, z E U. We claim that 
I/ xf - Ku 11 d 1 + E. If(l)-a(l)1 =I; if z+l and Rez>O, then 
1 f(z) - u(z)1 = ( u(z)\ < 1; if Re z < 0, then 
If (4 - 441 d If(z) + 441 < 1 + 6; 
thus (If - a 1) f 1 + E. Certainly, 11 a 11 < 1. Therefore we have 
11 hf - KU 1) = max(ll f2 11 , llf - a 11) < 1 + e. 
It would be interesting to known if there are any uniform algebras other 
than C(T) which are existence subspaces of their biduals. 
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